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Abstract

In this paper, I look at what might be gained and what might be lost as we move from representation primarily through writing to representation primarily through image. In so doing, I also consider issues related to learning, knowledge, and human agency.
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1. Framing

Central assumptions of multimodal approaches to representation and communication are (a) that communication is always and inevitably multimodal; and (b) that each of the modes available for representation in a culture provides specific potentials and limitations for communication (Kress & van Leeuwen, 1996). The first assumption requires us to attend to all modes that are active in an instance of communication; the second requires us to attend to the specific meanings carried by the different modes in communicational ensembles (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2001). All this goes together with a kind of common sense, widely shared about public communication, that there has been and continues to be realignment in culturally valued modes. In particular, it seems evident to many commentators that writing is giving way, is being displaced by image in many instances of communication where previously it had held sway.

This realization calls forth a variety of responses, mostly negative, ranging from outright despair, anger and nostalgia to some still utopian voices on the other end of the spectrum. The response is understandable given the long domination in the West of writing as the culturally most valued form of representation: and more, the long association of the mode of writing with the equally dominant, valued and powerful medium, namely the book. The fragmentation...
of the constellation of mode of writing and medium of book has given rise to wide cultural pessimism: responses ranging from the attempts to reimpose the communicational givens of the past, in school curricula for instance, to intemperate outbursts in the various media; with political, social, economic and cultural decline often all wound up together with this phenomenon in representation and communication.

The issue—given that representation, especially in the linguistic modes of speech and writing, is so closely bound up with social and ethical values—cannot be debated at the level of representation alone. It does, always, have to be seen in the wider framework of economic, political, social, cultural and technological changes. This is so because on the one hand representation is used as a metaphor for social, cultural, and ethical issues, and because on the other hand representational changes do not happen in isolation. The technologies of representation and those of communication and/or dissemination are everywhere bound up with the larger, wider changes in the (global) economy, in social and political changes, and in accompanying ethnic and cultural changes. Nor can technology by itself be treated as causal. It too ties in with and is rolled up everywhere in this complex. None of this is new. Yet it needs to be reiterated each time the issue is discussed, in mantra like fashion. Representation and communication are motivated by the social; its effects are outcomes of the economic and the political. To think or act otherwise is to follow phantoms.

2. A revolution in the constellation of modes and media

In this context, the purpose of my talk is to provide essential ways of making sense of the changes in the landscape of communication, provide means of describing and analysing what is going on, and to provide means of navigating between the Scylla of nostalgia and pessimism and the Charybdis of unwarranted optimism. Tools are needed that will allow us to describe what is going on, and theories are needed that can integrate such descriptions into explanatory frameworks. In this context, the emergence of multimodality as a focus in representation, linked for me with a social semiotic theory to account for meaning making, offers the theoretical and descriptive possibility of looking at the issue of changes in representation in a historical perspective, freed from either nostalgia and despair or utopianism. It offers the possibility of a relatively clear assessment of what I call “gains and losses” both representationally and communicationally.

The semiotic changes are vast enough to warrant the term ‘revolution’, of two kinds; of the modes of representation on the one hand, from the centrality of writing to the increasing significance of image; and of the media of dissemination on the other, from the centrality of the medium of the book to the medium of the screen. The fact that these occur as constellations—medium of book with mode of writing and now medium of screen with mode of image—means that the effect has been experienced in an amplified form. The distinct cultural technologies for representation and for dissemination have become conflated—and not only in popular commonsense, so that the decline of the book has been seen as the decline of writing and vice versa.

I use the term “mode” for the culturally and socially produced resources for representation and “medium” as the term for the culturally produced means for distribution of these
representations-as-meanings, that is, as messages. These technologies—those of representa-
tion, the modes and those of dissemination, the media—are always both independent of and
interdependent with each other. Each has its own quite specific powers and effects. As the
constellation of book and writing had been so close and had existed over such long durations,
the effects of each separately and of both jointly had not been separated out. It is essential that
this should be done: They are distinct, with distinct affordances (for the modes) and distinct
facilities (for the media) (Kress, 2003). To give just one, though a central effect of the facilities
of the media, we can look at the figure of the author in relation to the medium of the book,
especially in its traditional form, compared to the role of the author in relation to the medium
of the screen.

What did this author know? As the author, J.W. Simms (1946) knew two things: He knew
about his audience and he knew about his subject matter. About his audience he said, in
the preface, “The prime instinct of almost any boy will be to make and to create. At seven
he will ‘wire’ the whole house with his telephone system made from empty tins connected
with varying lengths of string... His elder brother will improve on this by purchasing a
...” In other words, the author had insight into the life-world of his audience, and it is this that enabled him to assemble the materials that served to meet
the second requirement: assembling and presenting the knowledge required for a specific
need of the reader in that life-world. The author knew about the reader’s world, and that
enabled him to work on the reader’s behalf to assemble the knowledge that would serve
to meet a specific need in this instance. This knowledge was presented in chapters, each a
coherent part of an overall body of knowledge presented in orderly fashion in the succession of
chapters.

At this point, it is instructive to look at how this knowledge is set out: The chapters are
numbered, and the assumption is that there is an apparent building from chapter to chapter:
They are not to be read out of order. At the level of chapters, order is fixed. It is also fixed
within the chapters and on the page in the reading path that organizes the reader’s encounter
with the text on the page. We start at the top left corner, move across the page, start at the left of
the next line, and so on. Order is firmly coded: the order of chapters, the order pages, of lines
and of the line, and, of course, within lines as language, the order of syntax. Within this order,
the reader encounters the respective entities to be read: textual, lexical, grammatical and/or
syntactic entities—chapters, paragraphs, lines; words, letters, punctuation marks, spaces. So-
called proper reading had assumed that the reader adhered to this order; the notions of “reading
against the grain” or “resistant reading” are of a much greater recency than this text—first

We might stay with this example for a moment longer to see how reading worked. If order
was fixed, as the order given by the author and naturalized by centuries of conventions of
reading, then what was the reader’s task, and what or where was the reader’s freedom to act?
My answer is that though order was given, strict, and in many ways fixed, the elements that the
reader encountered along the route were quite open. Words are (relatively) empty entities—in a
semiotic account they are signifiers to be filled with meaning rather than signs full of meaning,
and the task of the reader is to fill these relatively vacant entities with her or his meaning. This
is the task we call interpretation, namely interpreting what sign the writer may have intended
to make with this signifier. We can easily check this with any text, though we will need to
assumed a scepticism about words and their meaning and about words in syntactic arrangements that we have been taught to leave aside when reading. The still existing common sense is that meaning in language is clear and reliable by contrast, with image for instance, which in that same commonsense, is not solid or clear.
So in the example above, we can start on the first line, with the locative and/or spatial preposition “in” and its metaphoric use here in a temporal environment; moving to the definite article “the” that seems so clear, yet is clear only in specific cultural contexts (for example, is what is meant “the” Chinese 18th century? or that of the Mayan calendar?) to the nominal 18th century the obvious question “When in that century?”—“All throughout the century?” “At the beginning?” “Towards the end?”

Roland Barthes (1977) interestingly addressed this issue of the relative power of author or reader in 1968, in the context of a much wider challenge to power at that time. Theories of reading—as of language more widely—are ready, available, metaphors of the social. In reading the traditional page, the reader has to follow the strict order established by the writer while needing to interpret the word-signifiers, turning them into her or his signs. To illustrate the quantum change, the result of the changes mentioned earlier, here is a contemporary example:

As late as 1992, the Institute of Education (IoE), where I now work, represented itself in its prospectus in much the way as The Boy Electrician. What was being represented was the structure of the institution, its departments and units, its courses, and the regulations pertaining to them. The order was that of the institution, and the knowledge was that of the institution: why it could do that and why it was similar in its social and/or semiotic principles to those of The Boy Electrician is that the assumption—entirely implicitly made and held—was that the structure of the institution and of its knowledge were identical with the needs of the life-worlds of the individuals who might come to it as its students. Readers were assumed to adapt to that order in their reading and then in the manner of their interaction with the institution.

Writing was the dominant mode in the prospectus, though there were some (black and white) images. The current home page is profoundly different. It is not organized following the logic of the traditional written page but following that of the image-based logic of contemporary pages. Tellingly and more significantly, this page has thirteen distinct entry points where the 1992 page had one. We can rightly ask what the significance of that might be. My explanation has to do with the notion of order: The traditional page had one entry point—though being so naturalized by centuries-long convention, it was not even noticeable as a feature. It was an entry point given by convention and used by the author (and the readers), who, remember, knew about the world of the audience. Access to the power of authorship was strictly governed. Here, on the webpage, the presence of thirteen entry points speaks of a very different principle: the author(s) of this page clearly have in mind that visitors will come to this page from quite different cultural and social spaces, in differing ways, and with differing interests, not necessarily known to or knowable by the maker(s) of the page. There is no pregiven, no clearly discernible reading path, either of the home page or of each individual page, or of the site as a whole (the issue of navigation, where maps are relatively unreliable).

The existence of the different entry points speaks of a sense of insecurity about the visitors, a feeling of fragmentation of the audience—who now are no longer just readers but visitors, a quite different action being implied in the change of name.

The organizing principle of this new page is the (assumed) shape of the life-worlds of potential visitors and the interests that arise out of their life-worlds. What the visitors come to
find is not knowledge but information; in this new semiotic world, it is the readers who fashion their own knowledge, from information supplied by the makers of the site. That corresponds to a profound change in the situation of authors, readers and knowledge: “Information is material which [sic] is selected by individuals to be transformed by them into knowledge to solve a problem in their life-world” (Böck, 2002, 2004). The order of this page and of the whole site is open—I won’t even say relatively open, because even though the site and its potentials are constructed and structured and the designers of the site imagine the possibilities of reading, they are not enforced and the possibilities are large.
The principle of design underlying the IoE website is now the semiotically increasingly dominant one: The (imagined) interests of the visitors provide the principles for and of the ordering and/or structuring of the message-entities (it is not clear whether the use of the term page is still useful and apt, or whether it has now become too metaphorical not to be a problem) (Kress, 2003). This is so not only with websites (and their pages) but is increasingly becoming the case with paper-based media—whether newspapers, books and particularly information books (Moss, 2001), magazines but also television screens in differing genres of programming. We might summarize some of the changes in this way:

1929 (publication year of The Boy Electrician) and 1992 (publication year of IoE Prospectus)
- Given order, order designed by author.
- Page and book with single entry point.
- Knowledge produced by author on behalf of the audience.
- Author knows the life-world of audience and its requirements.
- Reading path fixed (though “naturalized” and hence invisible).
- Author fixes reader’s “point of departure”.
- Writing dominates the organization of the page.
- Writing is the dominant mode for the presentation of material (image as illustration).
- Use of mode governed by long-established convention: canonical use of modes.

2004
- Open order, order designed by reader.
- “Page” site with multiple entry points.
- Knowledge produced by visitor/reader in accord with the needs of their life-world.
- Page and/or message designers imagine the assumed characteristic of the life-world of their audience.
- Reading path designed by reader and/or visitor.
- Reader designs/selects her/his point of departure.
- Image dominates the organization of the “page”.
- Image and writing potentially co-equal for the presentation of material.
- Use of mode governed by “aptness”, insecurity about or absence of canonical modes.

There are revealing changes in vocabulary: for instance, from write (and read) to design; from reader to visitor, from page and/or text to message-entity; and others no doubt. And there are equally revealing changes in the principles of representation and organization: from the densely printed (relatively) mono-modal page to the multimodal screen and the new pages; from the conventions of page production to the mode of layout; from writing as dominant to image as dominant.
3. “Affordances”: Logics of modes; principles of ordering, and wording versus description

In an attempt to gain new insight into possibilities for representing, multimodal descriptions—and multimodal semiotics in particular—have turned away from the enchantment of linguistics with abstraction that had dominated the 20th century. That it had been a response to the prestige and power of the natural sciences and tried to turn linguistic phenomena as near as might be achieved into a resemblance of those that would mirror the phenomena of the natural sciences. By contrast, the emphasis in multimodal work is very much on the materiality of the resources for representation. One consequence is that a concept such as language is itself beginning to lose its plausibility, for at least two reasons: On the one hand, the material differences between speech and writing are so significant as to lead to real differences in the potentials of each for representation, a difference that can hardly be subsumed and accommodated under the one label; on the other hand, speech and writing are themselves composed of such diverse phenomena as to make it difficult to regard each as a unified, homogeneous resource. If we ask, “what do pitch-variation, syntax, vowel quality, energy variations (producing loudness and softness), lexis or textual organization actually share in common features?” then the answer, I take it, is “nothing”. These are features—and the same kind of question can be asked of writing—of entirely different nature held together by the device of “grammar”, a construct used to clamp together a set of diverse phenomena to produce the complex and diverse resources for representation that we call speech and writing. “Language”, a label used to unify such already internally diverse resources, is, in that context, simply an abstraction of doubtful usefulness.

This then leaves the task of finding principles that will show the “affordances”, distinct potentials and limitations for representation of the various modes. I use the term logics based on the difference in organization using the possibilities of time and organization using the possibilities of space. Each rests on the material specificity of modes. Speech uses the material of sound—perturbations, changes of pressure, in the air, received and/or interpreted as sound by the ear. This happens in time: alternations in pressure (as well as pitch variation—changes in the frequency of vibration of the vocal cords) take place in temporal succession. One sound happens after another, in language one word after another, one clause after another. Time and sequence in time provide the organizing principle for making meaning. Sequence is used to make meaning; being first has the potential to mean something other than being second or being last.

The meaning attached to first and second and last depends on the culture that has fashioned this resource into syntax and texture. Being first may mean being first in the speaker’s attention (the theme of a sentence), or being first in power (the actor in a transitive clause), or being cause of an action, and no doubt many other possibilities. In a sentence such as “Jeremy married Amantha”, Jeremy might be occupying first position because he is actor in this action and/or event, or because he is the one who was responsible for this action, or because I am closer to Jeremy as my friend than I am to Amantha; and indeed, he may have been causal in this event. In the two sentences “The sun rose and the mists dissolved” and “The mists dissolved and the sun rose”, one clause rather than the other being first has effects on meaning: Not only is a causal relation implied, but there is a suggested shift in worlds: one the everyday world of everyday meteorological events, and the other the mystical world of mystery or fairy tale.
Sequence has effects for authorship and for reading. Hearers (and readers to a somewhat lesser extent) depend on the “unfolding”, the revealing of elements one after the other to be able to make sense of the whole. This gives authors a specific power: readers are dependent—at least in their initial hearing and reading—on sequence and on sequential uncovering. It is the author’s order, as mentioned earlier, that dominates, initially at least. If the hearer or the reader wishes to reorder what has just been said or what has been written, the recording has to be done on the basis of and against the author’s prior ordering.

The logic of space works differently: In the message entity (the image), all elements are simultaneously present—even though they were, of course, in many forms of image—in drawing or in painting, though not in photography—placed there in time and even though the viewer traverses the image-elements in time. And so it is the viewer’s action that orders the simultaneously present elements in relation to her or his interest. In spatially organized representation, the elements that are chosen for representation are simultaneously present, and it is their spatial arrangement that is used to make (one kind of) meaning (see Figures 1 and 2).

In Figure 3a Georgia stands on the right hand side of her mother; in Figure 3b she stands between her parents. I will not elaborate any more than I did in relation to the linguistic examples. In Figure 3b Georgia is the centre both of the representation and of the family (she
was then the only child, framed by her parents; in Figure 3a she is on the outside of the group, though next to one parent—nearer to her mother and consequently more distant from the other. The relations between the three participants in the two images are structured and represented as being profoundly different. The means for making these meanings are the resources of spatial and simultaneous representation. Georgia has used other affordances of the spatial mode: size for instance. In reality, she was, at that time, taller than she has represented herself here; hence, her size is the representation and/or sign of an affective meaning: affectively she sees her parents as so much bigger. She has also used placement in the framed space, so that her father is, so to speak, lifted off the ground by several inches; in reality he was much shorter than his wife, but Georgia’s sign endows him with the same height, though remaining accurate about his actual size. Colour is also affectively used: Her mother is drawn as much brighter, much more colourful than her father, more even than she has drawn herself.

The temporal and sequential logic of speech, and, leaning on speech, of writing, lends itself to the representation of actions and events in time; hence, the ubiquity of forms of narrative in human cultures; hence also the ubiquity of the event and action oriented uses of speech and writing. The question asked by speech, and by writing, is: “what were the salient events and in what (temporal) order did they occur?” The spatial and simultaneous logic of image-representation lends itself equally readily to the representation of salient entities and their (spatially expressed) relations. Display is, in respect to its prominence and significance and ubiquity, the analogue of narrative. The question asked by display is: “what were the salient entities in the visually encountered and recollected world, and in what order are they related?”

From these affordances, and from these logics, develop distinct ways of representing the world. In Figure 4, this is shown in the visual and verbal representation of a day at The British Museum in London. On the day after the visit by a class of 6-year-olds, the teacher asked the class to “write a story and draw a picture of our visit”.

This example is entirely typical of the drawings and stories done by the children in this class. The “story”—a recount—is a chronologically ordered sequence of action-like events, realized here as actional clauses. The day, as recollected in the mode of (speech-like) writing was a day of action-events. The picture, by contrast, shows the salient recollected entities: the façade of the British Museum, as the backdrop to the other salient entities, two mummies, symmetrically arranged. This is not a story, not a recount, but a display: What is being displayed is a selection of elements encountered during the visit to the museum and recollected on the following day. The day, as recollected in the mode of image, was a day of encountering significant objects in a particular space. There is no hint of narration.

The logics supply the raw stuff from which principles of ordering and their meanings are derived. The syntax of speech and of writing are developments from and elaborations of these. Similarly, the arrangements of visual representation, which we can also aptly call syntax, are also developments and elaborations from the logic of spatial display.

Materiality goes beyond the logics of modes: The materiality of sound offers potentials, as mentioned earlier, which different cultures have made use of in their different ways, and still do make use of: similarly with the materiality of graphic representation. We can take, as an instance, the matter of framing and investigate how framing is done in temporal and in spatial representations: in sound by pauses and silences, by lengthening, by intensifying and attenuation; with graphic matter through spaces, lines, spatial separation and connection,
through punctuation marks of various kinds, colour bands, and so on. Materiality affects the core of representation: In speech through sounds as vocalic or consonantal conjoined into syllables that, when they become joined with meanings, change their character and function to become morphemes.

Speech and writing are, above all, modes founded on words in order, and image-representation is founded on depictions. The crucial difference is that words are highly conventionalised entities, and only exist in that manner. Otherwise, a sound-sequence—once taken out of the environment in which it was used—becomes difficult to interpret. Consequently, the stock of words in any one culture is always finite at anyone moment—though, of course, it is continuously augmented from moment to moment. What is crucial is that if there is no word, then the possibility of representation and communication is ruled out. Only that which is worded can enter into communication; or else, that which is to be represented gets squeezed into the ill-fitting semantic shape of the existing word. Because words rely on convention and on conventional acceptance, words are always general and, therefore, vague. Words being nearly empty of meaning need filling with the hearer and/or reader’s meaning. (Semiotically, words are signifiers, not signs: When they are used in representation they become signs—of the maker and of the receiver and/or remaker.)

We treat that as the act of interpretation. With depiction and with images the situation is different: that which I wish to depict I can depict, at the moment at any rate. I can draw whatever I like whenever I like to draw it. Unlike words, depictions are full of meaning; they are always specific. So on the one hand there is a finite stock of words—vague, general, nearly empty of meaning; on the other hand there is an infinitely large potential of depictions—precise,
specific, and full of meaning. The former tend to occur in the fixed order of syntax, line, page, text; the latter tend to occur in an open order fixed by the reader and/or viewer’s interest. This leads to the paradox of speech and writing as having a finite number of open, relatively vague elements in fixed order, and image or depiction having a possibility of infinitely many full, specific elements in an open order.

At this point, and with these tools, we can begin to ask the question of gains and losses, in the move from one mode and its arrangements to another mode and its different arrangements. A final point to be made here is that of epistemological commitment. It arises from all that I have indicated. A small example will make the point. If I say, “A plant cell has a nucleus”, expressing this bit of knowledge through the mode of writing (or speech) I have to relate the entity “plant cell” with the entity “nucleus” via the verb “have”. This expresses a relation of possession, of ownership. In many languages, such as English, or French, or Farsi, or Urdu—languages of the Indo-European family—this is unavoidable. I have to use a word expressing a specific kind of relationship between cell and nucleus. When I draw a cell, say to demonstrate what it might be like, on a whiteboard, I will draw a circle-like entity and place a dot somewhere in that circle. I do not have to express anything about the characteristics of the relation between nucleus and cell—the spatial arrangement does that for me. However, anyone looking at the drawing is entitled to infer that where I have placed the dot is where the nucleus is supposed to be. The mode of depiction forces me into an epistemological commitment, different to that which writing also forced me to make. One is about position in a framed space; the other about a type of (named) relation. One asks questions that point towards causality, agency, power; the other asks questions about position in space, about relations of entities in the (framed pictorial) space. One has elements that are vaguely specified; the other elements that are fully specified. One has a fixed order, given by the author; the other a (relatively) open order established and/or designed by the viewer. One is a world in which causality is just about inescapably there; the other a world in which causality barely figures.

Speech and writing tell the world; depiction shows the world. In the one, the order of the world is that given by the author; in the other, the order of the world is yet to be designed (fully and/or definitively) by the viewer. These are not only different positionings in the world and to the world, with different epistemological positions and commitments, they also bestow different powers on the makers and remakers of representations.

4. Beyond critique to design: Interest, subjectivity and rhetoric

Over the last five decades or so, social framings and attitudes to representation have been transformed in response to or in line with social changes. Whereas, in the 1950s there was a clear sense of convention in relation to representation in speech or in writing, where it appeared under labels such as competence, or mastery, and maybe others, such as elegance, etc. In the late 1960s and in the 1970s that sense was replaced by the term critique. Convention is the result of social power over time, expressed in the form of laws and rules. It takes but little work to uncover the homologies that exist between the social conventions and their appearance as linguistic rules. As language can be described as a natural phenomenon, linguistic rules can be described as natural rules, and these natural rules are used as both metaphors for the
social and as means of enforcing the social conventions. Competence is then both social and natural and more potent for seeming the latter rather than the former. Competence expresses a common acceptance and implementation of rules; all those who share the same competence are (naturally and) socially the same.

Critique attempted to unsettle the naturalization of the social and did so particularly through showing the workings of power, whether in representation and communication or elsewhere. However, critique in communication necessarily works on what has been, what is established, and on the agendas of others—it looks back at what has been done by others. It challenges the existing configurations of power and expects that in exposing inequities more equitable social arrangements could be developed. In terms of representation that would amount—at that time when the focus was clearly linguistic—to lessening the effects of power and its realization in linguistic form.

Those who participated in the project of critique in more general terms had the intention of bringing systems and structures into crisis: that was, of course, very much the climate of the times, even though paradoxically it happened when the system had already come into crisis. In retrospect it is clear that aspects of the formerly seemingly fixed social arrangements were already creaking and breaking up. Now, in the early part of the 21st century, there is no need for bringing the social into crisis: It decidedly is. Hence, the project of critique seems somewhat beside the point. In the domain of representation and communication, the crisis manifests itself at every point: genres are insecure; canonical forms of representation have come into question; the dominant modes of representation of speech and writing are being pushed to the margins of representation and replaced at the centre by the mode of image and by others. The once dominant paper-based media—the newspaper and the book above all—are giving way to the screen, or, in as far as they remain as powerful media, are shaped in their appearance, form and function by the appearances and forms of the newly powerful, the now mythically and increasingly actually dominant medium of the screen.

As one effect of the social and the representational changes, practices of writing and reading have changed and are changing. In a multimodal text, writing may be central, or it may not; on screens writing may not feature in multimodal texts that use sound-effect and the soundtrack of a musical score, use speech, moving and still images of various kinds. Reading has to be rethought given that the commonsense of what reading is was developed in the era of the unquestioned dominance of writing, in constellation with the unquestioned dominance of the medium of the book.

In many ways, it will repay to look once again at the etymology of the English word “read”, and its origins in a family where it meant things like advice (the English “-red-” in the name Ethelred or the “-read-” in the epithet “unready”; or the German word Rat, counsel or advice, but also Rätsel for riddle or mystery). Reading as taking meaning and making meaning from many sources of information, from many different sign-systems, will become the new common sense. But the example of the IoE webpage also shows another crucial change in the meanings of “reading”: namely what I have called “reading as design” (Kress, 2004). In relation to message entities (texts?) such as that, the reader finds her or his way around the matter presented on that page, and orders it according to principles, as I suggested, that arise from the reader’s life-world. In effect, out of material presented (by an author, designer, and/or design-team?) on a page, the reader designs a coherent complex sign that corresponds to the
needs that she or he has. That is a profoundly different notion of reading than that of decoding, the dominant version for many decades and made iconic by the electrical engineering model of Claude Shannon and Warren Weaver (1949).

The new constellation of image and screen—where screen, the contemporary canvas, is dominated by the logic of image—means that the practices of reading becoming dominant are the practices derived from the engagement with image and/or depiction in which the reader designs the meaning from materials made available on the screen—and by transference back to the traditional media—on the new kinds of pages, which are now also organized on these principles and read in line with them.

Where with traditional pages, in the former semiotic landscape, it was the power of the author that ruled, here, it is the interest of the reader, derived from the contingencies and needs of their life-worlds. Of course, this is stating the matter in extreme form: Traditional pages will continue to exist, for a variety of reasons: For one thing, this revolution is generation-related; for another, it inevitably has a power dimension: The elites will continue to use writing as their preferred mode, and hence, the page in its traditional form. And then there is the fact of affordance; representations that rely on the affordance of the mode of speech and writing can now do so for that reason. Stories will continue to be told, and narratives will continue to be written—because the two modes are apt means for doing so. But it is essential to keep an open mind on this. Figure 5 shows a page from W.G. Sebald’s (1998) novel The Rings of Saturn.

One feature of Sebald’s novels is that intensely ordinary, banal images appear on the pages. My hunch is that he used them for the reasons that I have hinted at: different forms of engagement with the world, different modes of reading, different pace—out of the temporal, into the spatial.

If the changed notions of reading are bringing about changes in what readers are, then new modal uses and new media are having equally profound effects on writing and on the

![Fig. 5. The beach at Walberswick from The Rings of Saturn.](image-url)
notion of author and of authority. The screen offers the facility in ways that the book did not do overtly or concretely offer for the reader to become author, even in the process of reading. I can change the text that comes to me on the screen. My means of disseminating my message are now much like those of other authors. That factor, of course, brings about a radical change to notions of authority: When everyone can be an author, authority is severely challenged. The social frames that had supported the figure of the author have disappeared or are disappearing and with that the force of social power that vested authority in the work of the author.

The new media make it possible to use the mode that seems most apt for the purposes of representation and communication: If I need to represent something best done as image I can now do so, similarly with writing. Aptness of mode to the characteristics of that represented is much more a feature now—it is a facility of the new media. Aptness of mode and what is represented is not the only issue: Equally significant now is the aptness of fit between mode and audience. I can now choose the mode according to what I know or might imagine is the preferred mode of the audience I have in mind. This links directly to the crisis in both social framings and in representation: If I can no longer rely on convention to make my audience take information in modes that are not congenial to them, then questions of my relation to the audience have to become foregrounded, hence the re-emergence over the last two decades of the issue of rhetoric. It is not that rhetorical issues did not exist prior to that, it is that prior to that I could rely on the grooved, habituated forms whether in text-type or in mode or in medium. That certainty is gone; each occasion of representation and communication now becomes one in which the issue of my relation to my audience has to be newly considered and settled on.

The new freedoms for authors and readers bring changes in practices: The question of rhetoric makes my subjectivity in this instance of communication now an issue each time anew. Presenting myself as the appropriate subject for this occasion of communication means that I am each time performing, staging, myself. When there is no stability to authorship or readership that has to be produced each time for this audience, on this occasion. So, whether in choice of genre, in choice of medium or in choice of mode subjectivity is at issue.

Figure 6 shows a now entirely usual teaching aid: textbook pages in school science are like that; forty, even thirty years earlier they would have been covered in writing. It is possible to ask the questions I had asked earlier: What does reading mean here? How is this page read? Which mode is dominant? Which mode carries which kind of information? What kinds of information are not focussed on here? What is the reading path—if any? and so on. The question I want to pose here, however, is different: What is the assumed subjectivity of the students to whom not just this aspect of the curriculum but nearly all of science is presented in this manner? And equally, what is the subjectivity of the science teacher who teaches science in this manner? We might imagine an answer by comparing textbook pages of this kind with textbook pages of some forty years ago and ask about implied notions of convention, of competence, of knowledge, and of authority. We would also, of course, need to ask about the subject matter of science itself, when its canonical forms of representation have moved from those of the traditional text-book to those such as here, or equally distinct, to those students now encounter in CD ROMs (Jewitt, 2003).
5. Apt theories of meaning, learning and writing

It seems clear to me that we cannot continue with existing theories of meaning given the facts of the changes in the social, economic and cultural domain. At the moment, our theories come from the era dominated by notions of conventions and competence, whereas we need theories apt for an era of radical instability. Instead of competence in relation to stable social frames and stable resources for representation, we need the notion of design, which says: In this social and cultural environment, with these demands for communication of these materials, for that audience, with these resources, and given these interests of mine, what is the design that best meets these requirements? Design focuses forward; it assumes that resources are never entirely apt but will need to be transformed in relation to all the contingencies of this environment now and the demands made. The focus on transformation rather than on acquisition makes the designer agentive—in relation to existing socially and culturally made resources, social environments in specific, with the designer’s interests in this occasion of design and in relation to that audience (Jewitt & Kress, 2003).

Agency of the individual who has a social history, a present social location, an understanding of the potentials of the resources for communication, and who acts transformationally on the resources environment and, thereby, on self are requirements of communication. Where critique unsettled, design shapes, or has the potential always to shape. It makes individual action central, though always in a field saturated with the past work of others and the present existence of power.

Semiotics does not deal with learning; just as pedagogy or psychology do not deal with signs. However, the process described here is in my view a description of the pro-
cesses of learning: transformative engagement in the world, transformation constantly of the self in that engagement, transformation of the resources for representation outwardly and inwardly.

6. Gains and losses

I have suggested some means for making inroads into the question of gains and losses: focusing both on the material and/or semiotic mean, the modes, and the material communicational means, the media, seeing both necessarily in the context of the larger social and cultural, political and economic environment. This might enable the beginnings of working descriptively and analytically here—whether around social, communicational and/or semiotic categories such as authorship and authority, or epistemological categories such information and knowledge, or semiotic categories such as modes and their affordances, or pedagogic and/or psychological categories such as learning.

Description and analysis is one part of the task. Another, more important part, is the assessment of the social effects of these changes. And even more importantly for me is the question of my own role and my own responsibilities: Do I have a say? Do I have a responsibility not only to describe but also to propose? Do I have the right to oppose? Could I say that these forms that we had—to take a simple example, forms of syntactic complexity such as a complex sentence—are disappearing in this change? But these forms had real effects on what they provided for humans in their engagement with the world, their way of dealing with the world, in terms of conceptual and therefore intellectual power? Could I say that different forms of imagination are fostered and made possible—or some ruled out—by different configurations and uses of modes, and I think that we should strive to be conservatives in some instances and in some respects because these forms of imagination seem one valuable means of being human?

And can I say that depiction is a better means of dealing with much in the world than writing or speech could be? Could I say that the need to be forced into the automatic expression of temporality and causality in speech or writing is something that I not only do not wish but which may be a distortion of the way the world is? Could we have a better physics if image became more dominant? Would the next generation of children actually be much more attuned to truth through the specificity of depiction rather than the vagueness of word? And would it not be a better situation if we could all be authors of apt and accurate representations? And if we took our cue not from conventionally established authority but, equipped with the necessary aesthetic and ethical navigational aids, we were to establish authority and at times even knowledge for ourselves, would that not be a preferable position?
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